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Reclassification of Homo
floresiensis as Homo species
indeterminate to Accurately
Reflect a Lack of Existing
Knowledge
Introduction
The recent and highly publicized
discovery of an 18 to 38 thousand year
old, small-statured hominin has triggered
enormous controversy over the species
level classification of this individual.
Under much criticism, the original
research team has assigned the new
species title of Homo floresiensis to this
individual based on a previously unseen
combination of skeletal features
(Morwood et al. 2004a). They contend that
this species diverged from Indonesian H.
erectus, underwent insular dwarfism on
the island of Flores and survived as a
contemporary to H. sapiens, until their
extinction due to natural factors or
competition and warfare with modern
humans (Morwood et al. 2004a). In
opposition to this classification, many
argue that the specimen is a modern H.
sapiens that displays the disordered states
of achondroplasia and microcephaly
(Jacob et al. 2006). Due to the potentially
profound impact of this classification on
evolutionary theory, H. floresiensis
remains an ongoing bioarchaeological
debate and is, to date, the most substantial
and controversial paleoanthropological
discovery of the 21 5t century.
Despite a substantial accumulation
of literature on this find (Morwood et al.
2004a; Jacob et al. 2006; Brumm et al.
2006; Falk et al. 2005a; Holloway et al.
2006), there remains a lack of concrete
evidence as to whether the Flores hominin
represents a new species or an
anatomically modern human of
pathological form. In order to verify
the appropriateness of applying the H.
floresiensis title, it is necessary to
examine a breadth of information
regarding this discovery. This includes
examining the morphology of the
initial LB 1 specimen, arguments
favouring separate species
classification and application of the
Island Dwarfism theory, and
counterarguments that favour an
aberrant human classification. In
examining the validity of arguments
opposing a new species title, I will
investigate the possibility of the
genetic disorders achondroplasia and
microcephaly as potential individual or
combined causes for the morphology
displayed in the LB 1 specimen.
Moreover, I will examine the genetic
pattern of inheritance of these
disorders and, using hypothetical
models for the inheritance in the Flores
population, illustrate that classification
as an aberrant human remains a
potential explanation that has not yet
been refuted.
It is imperative that the
classification of the Flores hominin
recognize not only those
characteristics and features that may
indicate a separate species, but those
that provide a challenge to such a title.
Most importantly, this classification
must take into account the enormous
amount of variation that appears
within a single species. Based on the
evidence presented at this time, it is
inappropriate to classify the Flores
hominin as either H. floresiensis or H.
sapiens. Instead, the title of Homo
species indeterminate is a prudent and
more appropriate reflection of our
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current lack of understanding of this
incredible discovery.
Flores, the Wallace Line and Speciation
The Lesser Sunda Islands of
Indonesia have remained geographically
isolated from the surrounding landmasses
of Java, New Guinea and Australia since
before the Pleistocene began 1.8 million
years ago (Jurmain et al. 2005: 122),
continuing throughout the entire
Wisconsin Glaciation period despite sea
levels low enough to create land bridges
between many nearby islands (Stringer
and Andrews 2005). As Alfred Russell
Wallace first identified, Asiatic and
Austronesian populations of the same
animal species show a variation of
characteristics depending on which side of
the 12 km Lombok Strait they inhabit
(Campbell et al. 2006: 308). The so named
"Wallace Line" separates these
zoogeographic regions and, more
importantly, draws attention to the
extensive variation between species that
are believed to share a common lineage.
Through the process of allopatric
speciation, geographically separated
groups of the same species are subjected
to different selective processes and, over a
period of tens of thousands of years,
diverge into two or more distinct, although
closely related, species due to complete
reproductive isolation and lack of gene
flow between the groups. When
reintroduced, individuals from each group
can no longer interbreed to produce
reproductively viable offspring and
therefore, by definition, are biologically
distinct species from one another. Due to
such processes, the Lesser Sunda Islands
are recognized as a possible cornucopia of
living and fossil species believed to have
either diverged from their mainland
counterparts prior to the geographic
separation of the islands or arrived on the
islands despite the considerable
amount of water crossing this would
have necessitated.
First Flores Discoveries
Interest in the Lesser Sunda
Islands was enormously amplified by
the 1998 discovery (Wong 2004: 58)
of more than 800 000 year old stone
tools (Brumm et al. 2006: 624) in Mata
Menge Cave on the island of Flores
(Dalton 2005b: 432). Based on
morphology, use-wear patterns and
estimated age, these tools are
identified as concrete evidence of the
existence of H. erectus on Flores
during a time period that would have
necessitated some means of water
crossing (Dalton 2005b: 432).
Although H. erectus is known to have
inhabited the Indonesian archipelago
from roughly 1.6 million to 40
thousand years ago (Palmer 2005:
207), there is no evidence of this
species having built rafts or boats. The
potential presence of erectines on this
island raises many important questions
and has prompted intense excavation
on either side of the Lombok Strait in
search of evidence of H. erectus
having successfully crossed the
Wallace Line.
"Hobbit" Discovery
In September 2003, a research
team led by Peter Brown and Michael
J. Morwood discovered "dwarf-sized"
human-like skeletal remains in the
limestone cave of Liang Bua, on the
southern edge of Flores' Wae Racang
river valley (Brown et al. 2004: 1055).
The "LB 1" specimen includes a
cranium and mandible, full right and
incomplete left femora, tibiae and
patellae, near complete right and
partial left innominate, incomplete
hands and feet, and fragments of the
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sacrum, vertebrae, ribs, scapulae and
clavicles (Brown et a1. 2004:1055;
Morwood et a1. 2004a: 1087). Based on
epiphyseal union, dental eruption and wear
patterns, and a wide greater sciatic notch,
Brown and Morwood have identified the
LB 1 specimen as a female roughly thirty
years of age (Brown et a1. 2004: 1060).
Most interestingly, dating of LB 1 aligns
this individual with contemporaneous
modem Homo sapiens, challenging the
prevailing view that humans are the only
species to have existed within the past 30
thousand years.
Island Dwarfism
The theory of Island Dwarfism, or
the Island Rule, is central to the debate
over the classification of the Flores
hominin. According to this model, animals
inhabiting relatively small and isolated
islands undergo a relative increase ore
decrease in stature depending on several
factors, including original size, such that
insular rodents and marsupials will grow
to several times the size of their mainland
ancestors and carnivores, lagomorphs,
proboscideans and artiodactyls become
dwarfed (Palmer 2005: 47-48). This
phenomenon is likely caused by the
selective pressures of a release from
predation combined with the constraints of
limited resources, population size and
competition (Lahr & Foley 2004: 1043).
Fossil and skeletal remains from various
regions provide evidence of this
phenomenon: the Dodo of Mauritius, a
gigantic pigeon, several species of the
order Rodentia and the Komodo dragon,
the descendant of an even larger ancestor
(Dawkins 2004: B4).
On Flores, the hypothesis for Island
Dwarfism occurring within a relatively
short period of time is supported by the
discovery of a I-metre tall Stegadon, with
dwarfism estimated to have occurred
within a period of less than 5 thousand
years (Lahr & Foley 2004: 1043). The
Stegadon remains also provide support
for H. floresiensis' possessing higher
cognitive abilities than are attributed to
the erectines or australopithecines, as
the large number and nature of these
remains suggests that these animals
were efficiently hunted and may have
been cooked.
The indication that H.
flores iens is displays a drastically
reduced brain and increased
intelligence over erectines and
australopithecines raises many
questions as to possible factors
favouring the selection of a smaller
brain and questions the assumption
that a "large" brain is necessary for
higher cognitive abilities. Should the
Island Dwarfism hypothesis be
strongly supported by the evidence, H.
floresiensis would be the first hominin
subjected to the same selective
pressures as other island species.
Although it is inconsistent to reject the
possibility of insular dwarfism in H.
sapiens based solely on the increased
complexity of our own species over
those shown to demonstrate this
phenomena, the impact of this
phenomena occurring in humans
would have an immense influence on
evolutionary theory. Dwarfism of the
hominin brain directly contradicts
everything that evolutionary theorists
have maintained for the past century -
modern humans are the result of
substantial increases in brain size,
from the australopithecines to H.
h a b i lis to H. erectus to the
Neanderthals, to the exponential
encephalization that produced modem
human brains (Jurmain et a1. 2005:
357). As a hypothesis applying Island
Dwarfism to the Flores hominin
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assumes a direct reversal of the pattern
displayed by all other hominins found
throughout the world, it is essential that
the acceptance of this hypothesis is based
on well-founded evidence.
Taxonomic Classification of the LBl
Skeletal Remains
Due to the extremely short stature
and exceptionally small cranium of the
LB 1 specimen, this individual initially
appears to be an australopithecine. Using a
stature estimation formula developed for
human pygmies, Morwood et al. (2004a)
estimate a height of 106 cm - an estimate
below that equated for A. afarensis "Lucy"
(Jurmain et al. 2005: 274). A femoral
length of 280 mm similarly place LB 1
slightly below the smallest recorded
member of the entire genus
Australopithecus (Brown et al. 2004:
1058). At an initially recorded cranial
volume of 380 cm3, LBI shows a marked
decrease in encephalization from that of
australopithecines, falling instead within
the range of great apes in size (Brown et
al. 2004: 1057) and Encephalization
Quotient (Morwood et al. 2004: 1087).
Furthermore, a wider pelvic girdle and less
obliquely aligned femora than are found in
members of the Homo genus (Lahr &
Foley 2004: 434) give LB 1 a very
different overall body shape than that
found in Homo, which exhibits a narrower
and more upright lower appendicular
skeleton as an adaptation to gravity and
obligate bipedalism (Jurmain et al. 2005:
303).
Upon closer examination, the
appearance of several fundamentally
distinguishing features of the pelvic,
femoral, dental and cranio- facial anatomy
indicate that the remains belong to a
member of the genus Homo. The most
vividly diagnostic of these traits are the
cranio- facial and dental features - the LB 1
face lacks the masticatory adaptations
of Australopithecus and is more
similar in overall morphology to
members of Homo, displaying reduced
prognathism and facial height
(Morwood et al. 2004a: 1089). The
lateral infraorbital region is posteriorly
oriented in comparison to the vertical
orientation found in australopithecines
(Brown et al. 2004: 1057). Although
the teeth are difficult to interpret due
to extensive occlusal wear removing
the details of cusp and fissure
morphology, it is clear that they are
consistent in shape and size to those of
Homo, particularly the postcanine
teeth (Wayman 2004: 573). LB 1 is
also considerably megadontic in
comparison to H. sapiens and H.
ergaster, but not H. habilis (Brown et
al. 2004: 1055). The foramen magnum
is proportionately narrow, mastoid
processes are deep set and medio-
laterally thickened, the cranial base
angle is relatively flexed in
comparison to Australopithecus
(Brown et al. 2004: 1087) and superior
cranial vault thickness is indicative of
Homo classification (Wayman 2004:
573).
"Homo floresiensis"
While there is little debate over
the assignment of LBI to the Homo
genus, species-level classification of
this specimen remains a source of
much controversy and debate.
Proponents of the H. floresiensis title
establish this classification on the basis
of several intermediate, and otherwise
inexplicable, features of the skeleton.
For example, the cranium of LB 1 is
long and low-vaulted with a maximum
breadth at the inflated supramastoid
region and a cranial height just short of
that found in H. erectus (Brown et al.
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2004: 1088). The prominence of the
occipital protuberance and supratoral
sulcus are within the lower range of H.
erectus (Wayman 2004: 573) and a
Principal Components Analysis of five
cranial vault measurements aligns LB 1
with H. erectus calvaria based on both size
and shape (Brown et al. 2004: 1059).
Erectine features also include
characteristic temporal petrous portions
with smooth external surfaces, constricted
foramen lacerum, a deep fissure separating
the mastoid processes from the petrous
crest and a bilateral recess between the
tympanic plate and entoglenoid pyramid,
of which the latter two are only present in
Asian and African populations of H.
erectus (Brown et al. 2004: 1056-1057). A
slight, but clearly diagnostic, sagittal keel
in the middle third of the frontal bone,
extending into a low, broad prebregmatic
eminence (Morwood et al. 2004: 1089)
further supports erectine classification.
Finally, the LBI face shows a combination
of erectine and human characteristics.
Most diagnostically, LB 1 displays an
anterior narrowing mandible and double
mental foramina, as are characteristic of
Indonesian H. erectus (Brown et al. 2004:
1057), a mandibular symphysis without
mental eminence (Morwood et al. 2005:
1013) and supraorbital torus arches
lacking bulbous laterally proj ecting
trigones (Brown et al. 2004: 1056) or
"brow ridges". The combination of these
features indicate that LB 1 represents a
descendent of H. erectus, having lost the
characteristic erectine brow ridges, but is
pre-modern human in lacking the
prominent chin trait associated with only
modem H. sapiens.
Classification Controversy
The strongest voice in opposition of
the H. floresiensis classification is that of
Professor Teuku Jacob, who worked with
the Morwood and Brown team in the
initial excavation and analysis of LB 1.
Jacob argues that LB 1 represents a
"sub-species of H. sapiens classified
under the Australomelanesian race"
(Jacob et al. 2006: 1326) - a tribe of
human pygmies suffering from the
genetic disorder microcephaly and
believed to still inhabit the Indonesian
islands (Dalton 2005b: 433). Further
criticism concerns the Island Dwarfism
hypothesis. In addition to a lack of
prior evidence for significant decreases
in brain size in any hominin lineage,
R.D. Martin et al. (2006) argue that the
cranial capacity of LB 1 is far too small
to have occurred through insular
dwarfism. As mammalian body size
reduction is generally associated with
only a moderate brain size decrease,
Martin et al. (2006) constructed and
applied three models of island
dwarfism to three broadly defined
potential H. erectus starting points. In
comparing the body size of LB 1 to that
predicted by the specimen's cranial
capacity, Martin et al. (2006)
demonstrated that the body size of
LB 1 is significantly larger than is
predicted by any of the three models.
Although Brown et al. (2004)
estimated a body weight between 16
kg and 36 kg, these models predict a
maximum of 11.8 kg (Martin et al.
2006: 999). Thus, even the most
extreme brain-body size scaling scope
cannot account for the brain-body ratio
of LB 1. As the specimen's cranial
capacity is, therefore, argued to be
"unrealistically small" (Martin et al.
2006:999) for its body size under a
model of island dwarfism, it is
necessary to investigate alternative
explanations for the morphology of the
Flores remains.
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Dwarfism in Living Homo sapiens
In modem Homo sapiens, there exist
more than three hundred syndromes,
disorders and diseases that cause a
reduction in maximum adult stature. The
chondroplasias include those diseases
caused by inherited primary defects in
cartilage formation and secondary defects
of endochondral ossification (Smith &
Wordsworth 2005: 300), which are
identified on a morphological basis
according to the degree of qualitative
abnormality in cellular or matrix
morphology and chondrosseous
transformation. The most common, and
least extreme, of these disorders (Smith &
Wordsworth 2005: 301), achondroplasia is
defined as a hereditary form of dwarfism
causing limb and facial shortening as a
result of a disturbance to cartilage
formation at the epiphyses (White 2000:
523). In living individuals, this disorder is
commonly diagnosed by the appearance of
extreme reduction in stature and facial
proportions, and with x-ray evidence
displaying short, wide tubular bones with
flared metaphyses (Vigorita 1999: 683).
Populations of extremely short
average stature, or pygmies, are found in
predominantly rainforest areas of
equatorial Africa, Asia and Melanesia
(Smith & Wordsworth 2005: 300). The
term pygmy simply refers to general
physiological dwarfing (Richards 2006:
1747), although these populations do not
express reduced stature as a result of the
same causes or display identical body
patterns. However, a universal pattern of
characteristics in skeletal features does
exist, as all living short-statured
populations share an apparent disruption
in the growth hormone-insulin-like growth
factor I (GH-IGF-I) axis (Richards 2006:
1747), causing either hypopituitary or
panhypopituitary dwarfism (Adelson
2005: 28). As part of one of the three main
endocrine systems, growth hormone
(GH) plays a key role in growth.
Prenatal GH directly affects neural
development and overall brain size by
stimulating neuronal and glial cell
proliferation and increasing
myelination (Lee & Yeh 2004: 174).
Postnatal GH released into the
circulatory system from the pituitary
gland stimulates receptors in nearly all
body tissues, organs and cells
(Adelson 2005: 292; Campbell &
Reece 2002: 964). GH similarly
influences body mass and height by
interacting with specific GH receptors
(GHRs) and binding proteins (GHBPs)
during infancy, pre-pubescence and
adolescence to stimulate osteoblastic
cell proliferation and synthesis of
insulin-like growth factors (IGFs) (Lee
& Yeh 2004: 174). The IGFs are a
group of peptides, secreted by the liver
(Campbell & Reece 2002: 964), which
act on osteoblasts and osteocytes either
dependently or independently of GH
(van Leeuwen et al. 20q4: 319). Most
critically, the anabolic activity ofIGF-
I can promote proliferation of prenatal
neural cells and inhibit their postnatal
apoptosis (Richards 2006: 1752-1753).
Achondroplasia or Growth Hormone
Deficiency in LBl
In contesting the argument for
achondroplasia or GHD as a possible
explanation, Brown et al. (2004) and
Morwood et al. (2004a) point to
several anatomical idiosyncrasies in
the LB 1 specimen. They argue that if
LB 1 were an aberrant modem human,
this skeleton would display normal H.
sapiens features with the addition of
specific disease morphologies. Human
pygmies commonly display
craniofacial proportions within the
range of normal-sized modem humans
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despite abnormal limb proportions.
Similarly, a lack of normal trunk and
cranial vault size in combination with
reduced extremity length (Smith &
Wordsworth 2005: 301, 305; Vigorita
1999:681) in LBl brings into question the
validity of an achondroplastic diagnosis.
The absence of a characteristic reduction
in ossification of the pelvis, vertebrae,
femora and ribs similarly repudiates the
possibility of closely related conditions,
such as achondrogenesis and various types
of dysplasia (Smith & Wordsworth 2005:
300-306) as causes of LB l's decreased
stature. Based on these observations,
Brown et al. (2004) and Morwood et al.
(2004a) rejected the possibility of GHD or
achondroplasia as a cause of LB l's
appearance and completely exclude
pygmies in their comparisons.
Explaining the "Unexplainable"
According to Brown et al. (2004)
and Morwood et al. (2004a), the mandible
of LBI displays 90 characteristics that, in
combination, provide exceptional support
for an erectine association. In the
postcranial skeleton, they identified
several characteristics of the humerus,
femur, tibia and pelvis that differentiate
LBI from modem humans. In H. sapiens,
the humerus is rotated 145° to 165° with
respect to the elbow joint, aligning the
insides of the elbows to face slightly
forward when standing. The degree of
rotation allows for the arms to be bent and
hands to be used in front of the body.
According to Morwood et al. (2004a), at
an angle of 110°, humerus torsion in LBI
displays a marked decrease from that of
modem humans. Although such a decrease
in torsion would make activities such as
tool use and manufacture difficult for
LB 1, adjustments in the clavicle, upper
humerus and scapula that resultantly rotate
the shoulder forward mitigate these effects
while also producing LB 1' s "slightly
hunched" posture (Culotta 2006: 984).
Brown et al. (2004) similarly argue
that the LB 1 pelvic girdle is
significantly different from that of
modem humans: the ischial spine is
less pronounced, the iliac blade is
shorter and wider and the ilium is
markedly flared compared to H.
sapiens. The latter pelvic feature
would have caused the iliac blade to
project antero-laterally from the body,
relative to the plane of the acetabulum
(Brown et al. 2004: 1058-1059),
creating an overall different body
shape from that of modem H. sapiens.
Despite Brown et al. (2004) and
Morwood et al. (2004a) interpreting
these features as solid evidence of non-
H. sapiens classification, in comparing
the LB 1 specimen to a broad range of
both short-stature and normal height
modem human populations, Gary
Richards (2006) demonstrated that the
vast majority of these features can be
accounted for by the normal range of
variation displayed in humans and
characteristics associated with short
stature. Although well-developed
superior and inferior transverse tori
and lack of chin are not typically
found in human populations, these are
characteristics of some African and
Indonesian pygmies and
Australomelanesians, respectively
(Richards 2006: 1745). Many of the
"unique" mandibular traits are within
the normal range of human variation in
general, and more specifically, those
of Indonesian, Malaysian and African
descent (Richards 2006: 1745). The
values of humerus head torsion angle
in modem human pygmies similarly
overlaps the value found in LB 1. Of
the 90 skeletal features identified by
Brown et al. (2004) and Morwood et
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al. (2004a) as evidence supporting a non-
H. sapiens classification of LB 1, Richards
(2006: 1746) found 77.8% to be within the
normal range of modem human variation
and several to be reminiscent of traits
found in modern and prehistoric
Australomelanesian populations (2006:
1746). He determined the remaining 20
traits, primarily related to brain size
reduction, to be associated with
microcephaly, as there exists an
abundance of research demonstrating the
occurrence of pathological morpholoties
"mimicking" primitive shapes (Richards
2006: 1757; Weber et al. 2005). And
equating the 'scaphoid-shaped' skull of
microcephalics with that of H. erectus
(Taylor & DiBennardo 1980). Most
importantly, due to the incomplete nature
of the LB 1 specimen, Richards (2006)
argued that conclusions founded on
craniofacial, pelvic and shoulder anatomy
are highly problematic. Based on the
existing remains, however, he maintained
that, as femoral anatomy is closely related
to pelvic shape and locomotor adaptations,
the broad range of similarities between
LB l' s near complete femur to that of
modem H. sapiens indicates that, were the
specimen more complete, the pelvis would
clearly illustrate aberrant H. sapiens
morphology.
Reduced Cranial Capacity in Homo
sapiens
As the degree of cranial reduction in
LB 1 is not characteristic of the
chondroplasias or GHD, researchers have
looked to the neurodevelopmental disorder
microcephaly as a possible explanation.
Clinically diagnosed microcephaly refers
to a circumferential reduction in skull and
brain size to at least three standard
deviations below the values expected in an
individual of the same age and sex
(Woods et al. 2002: 718). This condition
may be a result of inherited primary
microcephaly, appearing at 32 weeks
of gestation, or as the congenital and
progressively worsening secondary
microcephaly that appears within the
first few years of life (Woods et al.
2002: 717). Both types are frequently
associated with reduced stature and
mild to moderate mental retardation
(Woods et al. 2002: 720) and display
an increased prevalence in modern
Asian populations (Smith &
Wordsworth 2005: 299).
Microcephaly in LB1?
In an April 2005 issue of
Science, Falk et al. (2005a) contended
that a three-dimensional computed
tomographic reconstruction of the
internal braincase of LB 1 strongly
supports a classification of this
specimen as non-microcephalic. This
conclusion is based upon
morphometric, allometric and shape
data of the external brain, including
sulci. vessels, sinuses and overall
shape (Falk et al. 2005a: 245), in
addition to a re-measured cranIal
capacity of 417 cm3 (Weber et at.
2005: 236). While these conclusions
may accurately reflect the
measurements drawn from the
endocasts used, the study itself appears
to have been biased and highly flawed.
According to Falk et al. (2005a), the
analysis involved a comparison of the
LB 1 virtual endocast to those of
several apes, H. erectus and H .
sapiens, a single A. africanus,
Paranthropus aethiopicus, a modern
human pygmy and a microcephalic
individual. This sample itself creates a
critical problem-the fact that the
measurements used for comparison
were derived
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from a sample consIstmg of only one
microcephalic individual and one pygmy
casts doubt on the accuracy and
representativeness of this analysis.
Moreover, the microcephalic skull itself is
a cause of substantial concern. Instead of
including an original skull, Fa1k et al.
(2005a) used the specimen AMNH 2792a,
which is a plaster-based, varnished cast
with a poorly fitting calotte made from a
separate batch of plaster (Martin 2006:
999). AMNH-2792a represents the
cranium of Jakob Moegele-a European,
10-year-old male who suffered from
severe mental retardation and, at 272cc,
displayed the smallest cranial capacity of
the microcephalics in the collection from
which the skull was taken (Martin 2006:
999).
Due to the unrepresentativeness of
the Falk et al. (2005a) endocast analysis,
Jochen Weber, Alfred Czarnetzki and
Carsten M. Pusch (2005) reexamined the
initial findings of this study and
subsequently compared the endocasts of
nineteen microcephalic individuals to that
of LB 1. The range of cranial capacities
drawn from this sample falls between 280
cm3 and 591 cm3 with an avenge of 404
cm3 (Weber et al. 2005: 236), overlapping
both the originally recorded volume of 380
cm3 and a newer tomographic recording of
41 7 cm3 for LB 1, with the latter falling
only slightly above the mean
microcephalic cranial capacity of the
sample. The comparison of LBI to a
microcephalic skull of 415 cm3 resulted in
nearly identical measurements of the six
original study indices and displayed
several similarities with respect to the
supraorbital torus, postorbital constriction
and incisal protrusion (Weber 2005: 236).
Most importantly, this analysis refutes the
conclusion of mierocephalic
generalizabi1ity drawn by Falk et al.
(2005a). Weber et al. (2005: 236) affirm
that there is no such "typical
diagnostic brain shape", nor
convolution or gyrification pattern
associated with microcephaly based on
the mass of variation found in the
nineteen microcephalic skulls, even
those of near identical cranial volume.
Weber et al. (2005) also used the
results of this study to reject the
Brown et al. (2004) and Morwood et
al. (2004b) hypotheses that LB 1
displayed increased cognitive ability
over that of H. erectus and was
capable of speech, tool making and
watercraft use. This refutation is based
on an endocast taken from a
microcephalic male who displayed an
intracranial volume of 485 cm3 and
prominence in Brodmann's Area 10
similar to that found in LBI. Although
increased development and
convolution of this area of the frontal
lobe is assumed to allow for increased
initiative planning and activity (Wang
2004), this individual is known to have
shown profound mental retardation
and was incapable of speaking,
planning or performing complex
actions (Weber et al 2005: 236).
Therefore, a highly convoluted and
most forward-projecting prefrontal
cortex does not necessarily indicate
higher cognitive ability and it is
fallacious to draw such conclusions
from the LB 1 specimen. As Holloway
(2006) argues, the extremely thin,
protruding frontal lobe of LB 1 may in
fact indicate the presence of
microgyria, a pathological condition in
which the cerebral cortex contains
only four layers, instead of six,
producing the appearance of increased
convolution.
In response to the Weber et al.
(2005) study, Falk et al. (2005b,) used
the estimated age at death of LB 1 to
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reject these findings. Due to a gradual
reduction in size associated with aging, the
brains of healthy, older individuals tend to
fit loosely within the cranium. This trend
is highly pronounced in microcephalics,
whose brains recede throughout adulthood
after reaching a peak volume in childhood
(Falk et al. 2005b: 236). For this reason, it
is generally uncommon to find a clear
reproduction of the brain convolution
pattern of elderly individuals and
microcephalics. Falk at al. (2005b) argued
that this distinguishes all microcephalic
endocasts from the increased level of
convolution found in LB 1. If the Weber at
al. (2005) study has shown anything,
however, it is that generalizations such as
these are inaccurate-there is far from
enough evidence to generate such "typical
models" for microcephalic brains based on
the nineteen microcephalics studied
(Weber at al. 2005: 236). Similarly, the
statement provided by Morwood et al.
(2004a) that all microcephalics show a
characteristic sloping forehead (Falk et al.
2005a: 245), which is not found in LB 1, is
inaccurate and highly oversimplified
(Woods et al. 2005: 723).
To further damage arguments
favoring microcephaly. Falk et al. (2005b)
stated that 78% of microcephalic
individuals die by the age of 30-the
estimated age at death of LB 1. However,
this argument is unsuccessful in
undermining the findings of Weber et al.
(2005) or weakening the case for
microcephaly, as it fails to be scientifically
sound and logically consistent. First,
LB 1' s age at death was estimated by only
the original research team and has not
been independently confirmed. Therefore,
it is not an objective datum from which to
draw sound conclusions. Furthermore, this
number was derived primarily through the
analysis of dental wear pattern, which
some argue to be, at best, a highly
inaccurate method that depends
entirely on population and diet (White
2006). Epiphyseal union was used as a
secondary method of age estimation.
Although Morwood and Brown do not
elucidate as to which bones were used,
the last epiphyseal union in modern
humans occurs in the clavicle between
27 and 29 years of age (White 2006),
meaning that union in this bone can
only indicate that the specimen is older
than this age range. Therefore, it
remains possible that the Brown et al.
(2004) and Morwood et al. (2005)
approximation of 30 years is an
underestimate of the age at death of
the LB I specimen. However, even if
this individual were roughly 30 years
of age at death, there are still two
important considerations to be made.
First:, the estimate given by Falk et aI,
(2005b) leaves 22% of microcephalic
females as living to at least the age of
30. Moreover, if LB 1 did die at
approximately age 30, it is impossible
to rule out the prospect of
microcephaly as a factor in this death,
as heart and lung problems commonly
plague those afflicted by the disorder
(Woods et al. 2002: 718).
Short Stature and Small Brain Size?
Although microcephalies
commonly display decreased stature
and short-stature individuals often
have reduced cranial capacities, none
of the modern patterns of
achondroplasia, GHD or microcephaly
alone can account for the extreme
reduction in both stature and brain size
exhibited by LB 1. Therefore, if this
individual does represent an aberrant
modern H. sapiens, this degree of
pathological morphology necessitates
a combination of disease states. Brown
et al. (2004) and Morwood et al.
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(2005), however, contended that, despite
the possibility of multiple diseases
occurring in a single individual, the
discovery of five or six additional
postcranial skeletons displaying the LB 1
morphology compels a rejection of this
hypothesis.
Although the additional postcranial
skeletons do not support the possibility of
secondary microcephaly, the heritable
form of this disorder continues to provide
a challenge. There are more than four
hundred recognized genetic causes of
primary microcephaly produced by
mutations in at least seven different genes
(Woods et al. 2002: 717), four of which
have some involvement in the encoding of
micro cephalin and other enzymes. The
disease causes a reduction in the total
number of neurons, resulting in a
diminished overall brain size, either
through reduced proliferation of neuronal
progenitors or the mature neurons
produced by each of these progenitors, or
increased apoptosis of either (Woods et al.
2005: 723). Although the disorder was
originally believed to be an autosomal
recessive trait due to the appearance of
multiple afflicted siblings from unaffected
parents (Baraitser 1997: 18), recent
genetic analysis reveals a far more
complex pattern of inheritance. Woods et
al. (2005) contend that primary
microcephaly actually displays continuous
phenotypic expression, with only a mild
degree of intellectual impairment
appearing in heterozygous individuals and
a gradient of mental retardation in those
who are definitively microcephalic, based
on the number of homozygous defective
genes. The additive effect of these seven
genes provides further evidence in support
of the Weber et al. (2005) conclusion that
there is no generalized model of a
microcephalic brain-there is far too
much genetic variation and complexity
associated with the disorder to allow
for this possibility. Several types of
microcephaly are associated with
autosomal dominant and X-
chromosome linked inheritance as
well, however, these are significantly
less prevalent (Baraitser 1997: 18-38).
There are more than two hundred
genetically distinct forms of
disproportionate short stature, caused
either by mutations in different genes
or different mutations in the same gene
(Weinberg 1996: 26-27).
Achondroplasia appears to be
primarily caused by a spontaneous and
highly specific activating mutation on
chromosome 4 in the transmembrane
region of Fibroblast Growth Factor
Receptor 3 (FGFR3) (Smith &
Wordsworth 2005: 298; Weinberg
1996: 124), which interacts with signal
proteins that are responsible for
growth and differentiation (Alberts et
al 2004: 629; Weinberg 1996: 27).
Normal FGFR3 initiates a cascade of
mediated signal transduction pathways
that regulate bodily growth (Weinberg
1996: 124). Inappropriate binding and
activation of FGFR3 causes an
unregulated proliferation of
chondrocyte cells, which secrete
collagen and other cartilage products
(Campbell & Reece 2002: 836-837),
resulting in defective endochondral
bone formation (Smith & Wordsworth
2005:299). Inheritance of the FGFR3
gene mutation occurs through a pattern
of autosomal dominant transmission
(Smith & Wordsworth 2005: 303).
GHD can occur through mutations in
the genes encoding GH -1, pituitary
transcription factors 1, and several
GH-releasing hormone receptors,
causing various syndromes. Although
the exact genetic causes are not yet
understood, reduced stature of modem
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pygmy populations is most consistent with
resistance to the growth promoting actions
of GH due to reduced levels of IGF-l,
GHRs and GHBPs (Richards 2006: 1754).
Inheritance of Microcephaly-
Achondroplasia in LBI
Due to the apparent genetic
transmission of achondroplasia and
primary microcephaly, it remains entirely
possible that LBl represents an aberrant H
sapiens who suffered from both primary
microcephaly and achondroplasia or GHD.
As the LB 1 remains are not fossilized,
there is only a very slim chance that non-
degraded DNA and mitochondrial DNA
can be extracted from these bones for
analysis (Stringer & Andrews 2005: 174).
In 2005, a bone chip was sent to Svante
Paabo, one of the world's leading analysts
of ancient DNA; however, this has yet to
yield any results (Dalton 2005b: 432;
Palmer 2005: 209), Although some
continue to hope that DNA evidence will
produce some conclusive evidence about
LB 1, Paabo and others believe that DNA
analysis of the existing Flores specimens
is highly unlikely due to the hot and wet
conditions of the region, having made
DNA extraction from the specimen
virtually impossible (Powledge 2005:
611).
Despite the absence of DNA
evidence, it is still possible to make
several inferences about the transmission
of these disorders through the application
of hypothetical situations and simple
Mendelian genetics to the known patterns
of transmission of achondroplasia and
microcephaly. As a disorder associated
with dominant inheritance of the defective
allele, inheritance of two defective alleles
for achondroplasia is assumed to result in
spontaneous abortion or infant death
(Jurmain et al. 2005: 82). This leads to the
assumption that individuals who display
the achondroplasia phenotype must be
heterozygotes. The child of an
achondroplasiac, therefore, has a 50%
chance of inheriting the defective
dominant gene and thus expressing the
associated phenotypic reduction in
stature. As for primary microcephaly,
the offspring of a "true microcephalic"
individual, who is homozygous for at
least one of the seven associated
recessive genes, will necessarily
receive a defective copy of that gene.
Should both parents be fully
microcephalic for the same gene, this
child will undoubtedly express the
same form and degree of microcephaly
as that of their parents.
If an achondroplasiac mates with
an individual who is microcephalic, or
carries one copy of the defective allele,
their offspring will display a range of
phenotypes including microcephaly
and achondroplasia, as well as a
phenotypically normal stature and
cranium. However, a mating that
crosses the two individual disorders
produces a 25% chance that offspring
will display both microcephaly and
achondroplasia, or microcephaly-
achondroplasia. If two microcephalic-
achondroplasiac individuals mate, their
offspring will necessarily display a
range of abnormal phenotypes
including microcephaly,
achondroplasia, and combined
microcephaly -achondroplasia.
This model illustrates the ease at
which microcephaly-achondroplasia
can arise in an individual and be
transmitted from one generation to the
next. It is clear that in a small
population with little gene flow or
genetic admixture, it is entirely
possible to produce a population of
inbreeding individuals who
continuously pass on their defective
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alleles, thus propagating the appearance of
both. microcephaly and achondroplasia.
This possibility is exemplified by a case of
dwarfism in Pakistan's Sindh Province,
where multiple villages of consanguineous
couples have displayed a massive increase
in the appearance of GHD within the last
thirty years (Richards 2006: 1753), such
that afflicted individuals now represent 15
to 20% of the population. Similarly,
existing rural populations in which there is
a high degree of consanguinity display a
prevalence of microcephaly reaching 20 to
45% (Richards 2006: 1758).
Persisting Problems
Despite the magnitude of evidence
challenging the H. floresiensis title
assigned to LB 1 by the Brown et al.
(2004) and Marwood et al. (2005), there
are several aspects of their conclusion that
are still insightful and pertinent. Based on
overall cranial shape and size, dentition,
and the appearance of several definitively
erectine characteristics, such as a sagittal
keel and double mental foramina, LB 1
does appear to be an intermediate member
of the Homo genus and most anatomically
similar to H. erectus. As H. erectus is not
recognized to have existed in Indonesia
past 40,000 B.P., however, this leaves a
20,000 year gap in the erectine history if
LB 1 is in fact a member of this species.
Despite a substantial body of evidence in
favour of an aberrant H. sapiens
classification of LB 1, Morwoodet al.
(2005) recognize the significant
differences in morphology between
achondroplasiacs, microcephalics and LB 1
and far closer resemblance of this
specimen to H. erectus than H. sapiens, as
significant causes of concern when
lumping this unique specimen with
pathological modern humans. Finally,
although it is possible that LB 1 suffered
from both of these disorders, despite
lacking many of the associated
characteristics, it is extremely unlikely
that several individuals would share in
these traits. Such a conclusion requires
one to assume that the Flares hominin
suffered from both microcephaly and
some form of dwarfism that had a
combined result of extreme reduction
in body and skull size, without
producing any of the metaphysical,
ossification or facial proportion
characteristics often associated with
these disorders.
No Conclusions
Although proponents of the H.
floresiensis classification highlight
important criticisms of the attribution
of microcephaly and achondroplasia,
this does not necessitate the
classification of a new species, as
application of the Island Dwarfism
theory to the Flores hominin remains
equally questionable. The conclusions
maintained by Brown et al. (2004),
Morwood et al. (2005a, 2005b) fail on
several counts due to biased data
sources, inconclusive evidence and
unwarranted assumptions. The few
damaged post-cranial skeletons and
single LB 1 cranium provide far from
sufficient information to compel non-
H. sapiens classification. Moreover,
those features identified by Brown et
al. (2004) and Morwood et al. (2005a)
as conclusive evidence of dwarfed
hominin taxon are refutable. The
evidence provided by Falk et al.
(2005a, 2005b) as indisputably
rejecting the possibility of
microcephaly is entirely
misrepresentative of microcephalics
and LB I, thus failing to provide any
substantiating evidence, whereas,
Weber et al. (2005) clearly
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demonstrate the enduring possibility of
microcephaly.
Without an evidentiary basis to
conclusively reject the possibility of
achondroplasia and microcephaly,
assigning the Flores hominin to a new
species title remains impetuous and ill-
founded. Given a small founding
population, isolation on the island of
Flores and a high degree of inbreeding, it
is entirely possible to create a situation in
which both microcephaly and
achondroplasia plague a population, and
display a high frequency of occurrence or
even fixity within the population. Such a
situation easily explains both the presence
of extreme short stature and reduced
cranial capacity in a single individual and
the presence of similar or identical
features in several additional skeletons.
At this time, there is a clear need to
uncover additional cranial and post-cranial
specimens and remains from which DNA
can be extracted for advancement in either
direction of this debate. Thus, intensive
excavation on the island of Flores is
necessary in order to determine a species
classification and identify the possible
presence of genetic conditions. More
importantly, there is a clear need for
coordinated efforts, not polarized
disagreement between researchers. It is
only upon the foundation of such
cooperation that it is possible to make any
sound advancement in the classification of
the Flores hominin. Without this, we can
only be left discontented by our lack of
understanding of this incredible discovery.
As arguments supporting the H.
floresiensis title and those favouring an
aberrant H. sapiens classification are
equally questionable, and neither yields to
the Principle of Parsimony as the 'simpler'
of explanations, it is prudent that the
classification of the Flores hominin reflect
this uncertainty and retain the title of H.
species indeterminate until further
evidence comes to light.
"Pluritas non est ponenda Sllle
necessitate"
Multiples should not be posited
without necessity
William of Occam (Occam's
Razor)
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